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WORKSHOP PLAN

June, 24, TUESDAY  Arrival in the afternoon/ early evening. At 7 p.m. -- Dinner
at CEFOS followed by informal opening session of mutual introductions.

June, 25, WEDNESDAY  -- Day 1
Morning Session:

1) 9.00 - 9.30  Opening and discussion of joint goals.
   Isabelle Albert and Jaan Valsiner

2) 9.30 – 10.00  Models of ambivalence: causal and catalytic
   Jaan Valsiner and Luca Tateo

Coffee break 10-10.15
3) 10.15- 12.00 **Transgenerational issues in family contexts: where are the ambivalences?**  
Short introductions to previously distributed case examples

**Stephanie Barros, Gaby Marinho Ribeiro** and **Isabelle Albert**—The case of *saudade*  
**Mogens Jensen**—Desired ambiguities and dealing with ambivalences in the context of social work  
**Luca Tateo**—Searching for a way out (from adolescence)  
**Livia M. Simão** (with Vivian Pontes) -- Facing ambivalences while pregnant

Lunch 12.00

Afternoon Session:

4) 14.00- 15.30 **Looking for solutions: how to research ambivalences?**

**DISCUSSION LED BY:**  
Camila Nassar  
Olga Lehmann  
Kevin Carriere  
Elsa de Mattos—elaboration of *Construction of the Value of “Responsibility” in the Transition to Adulthood*

15.30-15.45 Coffee break

15.45-17.00 **Still looking for (maybe finding?) solutions**

**DISCUSSION LED BY:**  
Luca Tateo  
Thomas Boll  
Eugenia Gouvedari  
Kevin Carriere

5) 17.00-17.30 **What are we all looking for?**

**Dieter Ferring**
June, 26, THURSDAY — Day 2

Morning Session:

1) 9.00-9.30 From yesterday to today
   Isabelle Albert, Boris Mayer, Annekatrin Steinhoff and
   Katarzyna Lubiewska

2. 9.30-10.00 Contributions from cultural psychology
   Luca Tateo and Jaan Valsiner

10-10.15 Coffee break

2) 10.30-12.00 Qualitative methodologies and the study
   of trans-generational ambivalences
   DISCUSSION LED BY
   Jaan Valsiner
   Anne Carolina Ramos
   Celine Dujardin
   Olga Lehmann
   Maliina Lyberth

12.00- Lunch

Afternoon Session:

3) 14.00-16.00 Quantitative orientations to
   methodology to study ambivalences
   Short presentations beyond the drafts that were distributed:

   Boris Mayer – The Ambivalent Nature of the Autonomous-
   Related Self

   Thomas Boll - Ambivalence in family caregivers for older
   people: emotion-theoretical views

   Katarzyna Lubiewska – Assessment of attachment
   ambivalence

   Annekatrin Steinhoff – Ambivalence as a matter of fact?
16.00—16.15 coffee break

4) 16.15- until needed Moving ahead (again)—from what we learned here and how it can reflect in the book

Discussion led by Thomas Boll, Boris Mayer, Isabelle Albert, Livia Simão, Luca Tateo and Olga Lehmann

Moving into General Conclusions
Isabelle Albert and Jaan Valsiner

19.00 -- Final dinner at CEFOS

June, 27, FRIDAY Breakfast and departure